Many scientific and engineering problems can use a system of linear equations. In this study, solution of Linear Circuit Equation System (LCES) for an nxn matrix using Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) is described. Solution of LCES is realized on Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) instead of Central Processing Unit (CPU). CUDA is a parallel computing architecture developed by NVIDIA. Linear Circuits include resistance, impedance, capacitance, dependent -independent current sources and DC, AC voltage source. In this study, solutions of circuits that include resistance, independent current sources and DC voltage source have analyzes. Circuit analysis frequently involves solution of linear simultaneous equations that are solved Gauss-Jordan Elimination Method in this study. Gauss-Jordan Elimination is a variant of Gaussian Elimination that a method of solving a linear system equations (Ax=B). Gauss-Jordan Elimination is an algorithm for getting matrices in reduced row echelon form using elementary row operations. Gaussian Elimination has two parts. The first part (Forward Elimination) reduces a given system to triangular form. The second step uses back substitution to find the solution of the triangular echelon form system Because of elements of unknowns column matrix are dependent on each other, second step algorithm is not appropriate for parallel programming. Two parts of Gauss-Jordan Elimination are not like Gaussian Elimination's part so it is preferred. GPU implementation is more faster than solution of linear equation systems on CPU.
Introduction
Many scientific and engineering problems can take the form of a system of linear equations. Because linear systems derived from realistic problems are often quite complex [1] .
Linear Equation System (LES) in Equation 1 including m equation and unknown in n number is given below;
x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n denote unknowns, a's and b's denote constants. LES is written in matrix form shown in Figure 1 and 2 in order to be solved with appropriate and rapid method. It is possible to classify methods used in the numerical analysis of LESs into two groups respectively as "Elimination Methods (Gauss Elimination, Gauss-Jordan Elimination, etc.)" and "Iterative Methods (Jacobi Iterative, Seidel Iterative, etc.)". Gaussian Elimination is a well-known technique for solving both problems; it consists in transforming a matrix to row echelon form, from which the inverse is derived automatically. GaussJordan (GJ) elimination is an extension of this method, in which the matrix is further reduced to its reduced row echelon form [2] .
Circuit analysis frequently involves the solution of linear simultaneous equations [3] . Linear Circuits include resistance, impedance, capacitance, dependent -independent current sources and DC, AC voltage source. Since resistance and DC voltage resource were used within the study, Gauss-Jordan (GJ) elimination method is used within the settings of the study. Unknown current values are found out from the solution of circuit equation system. In this study we try to describe solution of LCES for an nxn matrix using CUDA with enabling GPU. Solution of LCES is realized on GPU instead of CPU and the aim is providing acceleration. CUDA is a parallel computing architecture developed by NVIDIA. Recently, GPU has led the advances in computation for science and engineering applications due to highly parallel programming performance, such as massive multithreading and high memory bandwidth, etc. [4] .
Solution of Linear Circuit Equation Systems Based on Gauss -Jordan Elimination Method Using CUDA

Gauss -Jordan Elimination Method and CUDA
Gaussian Elimination is a traditional method for solving LESs and finding the inverse of a matrix, in which row operations are used to change the coefficient matrix to the upper triangular echelon form; the solution of the LES is then found out by back substitution. A more elaborate solution is Gauss-Jordan elimination, in which row operations are used to transform the coefficient matrix to reduced row echelon form (i.e., only elements in the main diagonal have a value of 1, and all other elements 0), therefore, the answer becomes more apparent [2] .
Augmented matrix of A matrix in Figure1 (a) is denoted as Equation 2.
(2)
Augmented matrix is transformed into a matrix whose elements in the main diagonal have a value of 1 via elementary row transformation. The process of obtaining solution of LES by transforming given augmented matrix into an equivalent matrix in Equation 3 mentioned above via elementary row transformations is called as Gauss-Jordan Elimination Method.
(3)
However, parallelism cannot be applied in back substitution to find unknowns after forming upper triangle as it is seen in Equation 4 used in GEM, because, the values of variables within this calculation are dependent on each other. On the other hand, values of variables within GJEM are not dependent on each other since triangles are formed above and below the diagonal line. In other words, there is no need for back substitution. Therefore, GJEM is preferred within the scope of this study.
(4)
GPU programming is preferred instead of CPU in terms of execution time in order to find out solutions of LCES with GJEM. Moreover CUDA is preferred to run the application developed on GPU.
CUDA comes with a software environment that allows developers to use C as a high-level programming language C for CUDA extends C by allowing the programmer to define C functions, called kernels, that, when called, are executed N times in parallel by N different CUDA threads, as opposed to only once like regular C functions [5]. 
Implemented Solution of Linear Circuit Equation Systems on CPU and GPU
Application is developed on a PC with dual core including GeForce GT 240M graphics card utilizing C programming language in Visual Studio 2008. GJEM algorithm can be depicted in matrix form as [7] : Initial stage  Iteration 1  Iteration 2  Iteration 3 As it can be easily seen in the figure above, iterations are needed to form triangles above and below the diagonal line. Furthermore, back substitution cannot be applied within this calculation. It can be said that GJEM is suitable for parallelism.
Startup screen in Figure 5 is displayed when the application is started. Augmented matrix is formed via the input provided (in .txt file) by the user with the selection of menu item 1. The last stage (menu item 3) is used for exiting from the menu. On the other hand, execution time of CPU code is 5.101000 sec in Figure 8 . Fig.8 .CPU execution time screen.
Results and Discussion
Parallel programming techniques are gaining importance from day to day. In this study, the performance of Gauss-Jordan Elimination Method is examined in terms of execution time by using parallel programming techniques on graphic card. Application developed on GPU utilizing CUDA is faster than the application developed on CPU in the solution of n unknown linear equation system such as 3x3, 4x4, etc.
Furthermore, both the developments of applications regarding OpenMP parallel programming techniques and studies of applications developed by utilizing CUDA have been still continuing.
